For this work, we have demonstrated that utilizing highly lossy material Cr as boundary layers for the triple-layer film coating enables BBA spectral feature. The geometry of the MIM design has been optimized for Cr, which makes a good match between the effective impedance of the air and the CrOCr medium. In such way, the reflected light could be minimized for the mode matching condition. To gain more insight into the impact of material property of the confinement layer on the thin-film coating's absorption performance, it is necessary to investigate that different material serve as the boundary film layers. Changing the material of the triple-layer films with the same geometry will totally change the optical properties. Here different metallic, semi-metallic and lossy/high-index semiconductor materials including Ag, Au, Al, Cu, Cr, In, Si, Ge and GaAs were trialed as top and bottom layers for constructing the
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